
Nuclear Primavera Users Group
Issues / Enhancement Requests (IT)

(Includes 2016 NPUG Meeting Updates)

Item # Description Ranking Primavera Response / Status Platform/Version Contact add date Bug # / SR # Oracle Comment

1 Need a user function (admin function) in order 

to mark users for delete to end their session 

so they can get back in to the application (web 

and client sessions)

Top 10 On roadmap for future 

release

8.2 / Oracle R. Turpin  

Raeann.Turpin@exelo

ncorp.com

2013 Bug 8951196

Doc ID 8913288.1 - for sql 

but is not a user function

2 Need a way for an admin application user to 

reset a default web and/or client view when a 

view has locked up a user profile.

Top 10 On roadmap for future 

release

8.2 / Oracle R. Turpin  

Raeann.Turpin@exelo

ncorp.com

2013 Doc ID 894279.1 - for sql 

but is not a user function

3 Printing in the web is not easy without getting 

the gantt chart

Top 10 This was fixed in 8.3, but 

broken again in 8.4

8.2 SP2 /Oracle B. Gordon

Bruce.Gordon@aps.co

m

2014 Doc ID 912490.1 - needs to 

be tested

This is fixed in P6 15.2 (KP)

4 There is a 'memory leak' in Job Services 

(Weblogic).

Top 10 Oracle reported this was fixed 

in 8.3 but the issue is still 

being seen in 8.3

If still an issue, please re-open 

SR. kpilla 22JAN15

Marcotte Austin L 

aumarco@WCNOC.co

m

2015 3-10044707061 - Per SR, 

settings were changed and 

issue has not repappeared. 

3-9133241241 - Bug 

18833580, fixed in 8.2.4, 

Bug 17854592, fixed in 

8.3.1.5. 

3-8246020979 - SR was 

closed due to note that the 

customer worked around 

the issue. 

3-8226243791 - SR notes 

state the customer resolved 

by deleting a hung 

publication.

SR3.11255320611 (new SR)

Note 1357440.1 - need to 5 Provide a method for users to identify UDF's 

and Activity Codes , where they are used, and 

who uses them

Top 10 This should be addressed In a 

future release; after P6R15.2 

6.2.1 / Oracle C. Lawrence 

Christina.Lawrence@n

ee.com

2013 Doc ID 1391703.1

6 Visulizer - Project opens but a layout can take 

up to 20 mins to open

Top 10 Oracle says fixed in 16.1 15.1 G. Cashmore 2015 SR# ?

Oracle says it is based on 

the number of activity 

codes in the DB and needs 

to be indexed

7 Make delete project and delete baseline an 

option for scheduled jobs

Top 10 15.2 R. Turpin  

Raeann.Turpin@exelo

ncorp.com

2015 Need SR#

8 Logs no key' as a message in the log file when 

a job fails and this message is worthless.  Need 

a better message that provides more 

information

Top 10 15.2 G. Cashmore 

gfcashmo@southernc

o.com

2015 SR# 3-11697545551 KP: SR indicates that this issue is closed. 

(1/5/2017)

9 Neet to be able to re-open an SR after it has 

been closed

Top 10 - R. Turpin  

Raeann.Turpin@exelo

ncorp.com

2015 Need SR#
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10 Data not refreshing for other users after 

committing to database

Multiple reports of users not seeing changes 

made in projects when opened by 

other users.

Top 10 Is anyone not using an Oracle 

database for 8.3.1, had 

problems with data not 

refreshing for multiple users 

after changes are committed 

to the database.  We have 

reported it to Oracle  Bug 

17904646 and their answer 

for now is to get out of the 

project and out of the 

software and then get back 

in.  It does work but very time 

consuming in an outage.  I’m 

not sure if they are actively 

working to resolve it.

Oracle - Fixed in 15.2.3 but 

Oracle has not found the 

exact cause

8.3.1 L. Bremer: 

ljbreme@nppd.com

2014 SR 3-9753305851

Bug 17904646

Workaround (Ctrl+Shift+F5) was added 

in the following versions: 8.3.9.0, 

8.4.6.0, and 15.1.3.0, 15.2.1. 

Still investigating root cause (KP)

Is this still an issue?  In April, our lead 

P6 Developer worked closely with 

Southern Co. and found that this issue 

could related to a process to clean the 

REFRDEL table. Their process was to 

clean out this table every 2 hours, 

during worktime.  This would explain 

why a user that tries to refresh might 

never pick up all of the relationship 

deletions, if the REFRDEL deletion 

occurred before the user refreshed.  At 

that time, we recommended that they 

set the REFRDEL cleanup settings to 

always keep the last 4 hours worth of 

deletion data.  They did not want to set 

the keep interval to anything longer as 

they said that they would run into 

performance issues if REFRDEL got too 

big (KP 12/21/2016).

11 Memory Leak eventually causes PM.exe to 

crash. In the 32 bit version, successive F9’s use 

memory that is not released eventually 

causing out of memory error. Closing the 

Project does not regain the memory. You have 

to close P6.

New 11/17 - Oralce will fix in 

15.2.12.0 due out the in first 

week of December T Rozelle

v15.2 T. Rozelle: 

Todd.Rozelle@nextera

energy.com

2016 SR 3-13334020841

12 Can’t auto schedule Projects using Job 

Services.  It updates (changes) the DataDate in 

unrelated, unopened Projects

New v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016 SR# 3-12948334941 Fixed in 15.2.11 (KP 12/21/2016).

13 Cannot copy large Projects (Client) New v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016 SR# 3-12893435876 SR is closed.  Issue seemed to be 

related to orphan records. If this is still 

an issue, please reopen SR (KP 

12/21/2016).

14 Cannot run Baselines in large projects (Client) New v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016 Bug #22926325 Fixed in 15.2.8.1 (KP 12/21/2016).

15 Security gets corrupted and you have to 

rebuild the OBS table to correct it (Client)

Closed 11/17 - Confirmed fixed in 

15.2.9 by R Turpin and Oracle

v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016 Bug #23028727
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16 Cannot copy a Project in the Web Closed 11/17 - Confirmed fixed in 

15.2.11 by J Fisher 

v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016

17 Significant number of AVAA0 errors when 

users are trying to print layouts in the Client

New v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016 SR# 3-13367760245 Support is attempting to reproduce and 

is waiting for APS database (KP 

12/21/2016).

18 Installed Firefox as the browser for the P6 

Web. Couldn’t overcome java conflicts with 

IE11.

New v15.2.7 J. Fisher 

John.Fisher@aps.com

2016


